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PARIS - NICE - BORDEAUX
BIARRITZ - LYON - MARTINIQUE

LANGUAGE SCHOOL

  Precise name of the institution
France Langue
  Type of institution 
Private
   City where the main campus is located
Paris-Nice-Bordeaux-Lyon-Biarritz-Les 
Trois Ilets
  Number of students 
7 000 
  Percentage or number of international 
students 
100%
   Type and level of qualifications awarded 
DELF - DALF - TCF
   French language courses 
Yes
   Programs for international students
Yes
   Programs in English 
No
   Registration fees/year  
(for information only) 
Registration fees: 80 € - Course prices: 
Paris - 1 week, 20 lessons: from 220 €  - 1 
term (12 weeks 26 lessons per week): 1 
980 €. 
   Postal address 
France Langue Paris Notre-Dame : 6, rue 
du Fouarre - 75005 Paris; France Langue 
Nice : 22 avenue Notre-Dame - 06000 
Nice; France Langue Bordeaux : 42, rue 
Lafaurie de Monbadon - 33000 Bordeaux; 
France Langue Biarritz : 2 rue de Vauréal, 
64200 Biarritz; France Langue Martinique 
: Anse Mitan, 26 Rue des Bougainvillees, 
Les Trois-Îlets 97229, Martinique

IDENTITY FORM

Member of Campus France Forum

Recognized as a French quality school 
(with the national label �Qualité Français 
Langue Etrangère), France Langue has 
enjoyed a solid reputation in France 
and abroad for 40 years. We welcome 
students from all over the world (more 
than 100 nationalities are represented) 
at 6 schools: Paris, Nice, Bordeaux, 
Lyon, Biarritz and Martinique. What sets 
France Langue apart is our wide variety 
of programs offered in basic curricular 
formats, whether students seek to 
learn French, to prepare themselves for 
studying in France or enroll in a French 
university, to achieve a professional 
goal. The curricula are based on our 
20-lesson general French language 
programme, for which France Langue has 
developed instructional methods, pacing, 
sequential progressions, and activities 
so that all students reach their desired 
level of French proficiency (according 
to the Common European Framework of 
Reference for Languages).

  MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY
- General French (20, 26 or 30 lessons per week): 
Objective: To develop knowledge and skills 
necessary to communicate easily in French 
or to live in France. Content: culture, reading, 
speaking, listening, writing, pronunciation, 
grammar, vocabulary, exams preparation.
- Professional French (26 to 30 lessons per 
week) - French for professionals (business, 
tourism, medical, legal, diplomatic, French + 
Internships, French + paid jobs) : Objective: 
To communicate with accuracy and improve 
fluency in a professional setting.  Content: a 
20-lesson base curriculum and 6 to 10 lessons in 
specialized workshops in a group or individually.
- Teacher training: 26 lessons per week (to 
improve language competence and professional 
skills)
- University pathway - Academic French:  26 
lessons per week. (help for university application, 
courses to practise and improve communication 
skills, and guidance on academic study 
techniques).

- French & Lifestyle: 20 French lessons + 
activities. Content: general French (culture, 
communication, grammar, vocabulary, etc.) + 
cultural, athletic, or recreational activities on 
a wide range of topics or excursions: cooking, 
wine, cultural heritage, exploring French regions.
- Junior programmes in Biarritz and in Nice: 
20 lessons of general French + sports and 
leisure activities, and excursions. Teenager 
programmes for 14�-17� years old that 
include language courses, activities, full board 
accommodation.

  STRENGTHS
- 6 pleasant schools in 6 of France’s most 
beautiful cities.
- 1 program in Martinique, the jewel of the French 
Caribbean.
- 80 professors and instructors, all specialists in 
teaching French as a foreign language.
- 40 years of experience, ensuring quality 
teaching and student services
- Individualized learning strategies and language 
courses appropriate for learners at all levels and 
of all backgrounds
- A wide variety of housing options and a 
complete program of cultural and recreational 
activities

  LOCATION
Paris - Nice- Bordeaux - Lyon - Biarritz - 
Martinique
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https://twitter.com/FranceLangue
http://www.facebook.com/francelangue

